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Although the cost of a phone bill would be similar to the traditional contract, because the customers used more
hours, they would feel psychologically comfortable paying the bills. Most carriers knew that people used more
minutes than they actually use, and the extra overage minutes used by the cellular subscribers made the phone
companies profitable. C Savings on advertising budget costs. Yes, I agree with the Virgin Mobile target
market selection. We deliver a quality service by empowering our employees and we facilitate and monitor
customer feedback to continually improve the customer's experience through innovation. The pricing plan
would be chosen as the second option, which allows the customers to have the contract but at the lower
overage charge per minutes. These costs can be rationalized to the young audience since taxes and universal
charges are always followed in most of their purchases unavoidable costs of having a phone in any phone
carriers. Average per-minute charges Since the target customers age uses most of their phones during
6pm-9pm, we can expect is at minutes. In this case study, there were four major questions involved and these
questions were answered in this post. Provide evidence of the financial viability of your pricing strategy.
Contrary to conventional industry wisdom, Schulman is convinced that he can build a profitable business
based on this underrepresented target segment. What is the relative attractiveness of the mainstream segment
and the niche segment that Virgin Mobile is targeting? Additionally, the niche market allows the Virgin
mobile to be competitive different from the rest, creating an extremely powerful brand for teenagers and
young adults. In our customers' eyes, Virgin stands for value for money, quality, innovation, fun and a sense
of competitive challenge. Plus, the hidden extra costs of taxes, universal service charges, and other fees
increased the profits to the cellular companies. Is there a financial logic underlying their pricing approach?
With respect to the third option, Schulman is considering various alternatives, including a reliance on prepaid
as opposed to post-paid plans and the total elimination of contracts. S cellular phone subscribers had to be in a
period of year agreement with the cellular providers, and require the rigorous credit check. That is the max we
can go with AC. D Risk of being regarded as low-quality service, thus an unfavorable image. Because the
young parents and children have the option of seeing which phones they can buy through a starter packet and
avoid speaking with the sales representative, they feel more comfortable and have the option of purchasing the
product more carefully. How confident are you that the plan you have designed will be profitable? This
contract agreement allows a hedge against churn and a guaranteed annuity stream. The case study includes
images and charts. D No flexibility in calling habits; always paying the same high price. RISKS 1. A Whole
New plan Options 1, 2? Association of positive brand recognition among teens and young adults influence
them to be much more loyal than other cellular brands. D Sales growth does not necessarily mean big profits.
C Expand the size of the market and result in greater sales and profits. Which options would you choose and
why? Because the young customers are savvy, they understand the hidden charges. D With no real price
distinction, consumers are not willing to switch over just for the Virgin Extras features. People assumed that
they would use only the minutes bucketed, but they used more overage on average. Can we add value? The
channel and merchandising strategy are more affordable to the young audience since they can purchase the
phone on their own or attract middle-age parents with young teenage children. Additionally, the added features
allow the young audience to increase their phone usage and make the phone as a part of necessity. D May
trigger off competitive reactions. Schulman is currently debating three pricing options: 1 adopting a pricing
structure that is roughly equivalent to the major carriers, 2 adopting a similar pricing structure, but with actual
prices below the major carriers, or 3 coming up with a radically different pricing structure. Profit Loss â€”
Allowing decreased per minute cost in overage will decrease profit. D Hard for a new entrant to the market.
Price Below Competition 3.


